Subject: WARNING ORDER - Operation Cold Reality
From: verumbellator
Date: Monday, January 4, 2016 at 1:25 AM
To: desertscout1, scoutirish, libertasveritas1@protonmail.com, mcknife@protonmail.ch, greenbean@protonmail.com, johnjacob@protonmail.ch, libertyfirst@protonmail.ch, VIPERACAPSA, snowmanX, commsguy@protonmail.ch, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyr4usa@protonmail.ch, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com
Cc: foxtrot519@startmail.com

All,

Please see the Warning Order attached. Please pay attention to and abide by the classification. This is a military style planning brief. Please use this as a standard form in the future. We are receiving intel right now that arrest warrants are signed and an FBI strike team is preparing to dramatically escalate. We are waiting till tomorrow morning to evaluate the situation and make the call up. If you are not familiar with the REDCON Status then contact me via WICKR. The call up will go out over WICKR and Proton. That's when the timer starts. Please confirm you are available to be part of the delegation and receipt of this message.

P.S. The Chinese Stock Market just Crashed and they suspended trading.

Pray hard tonight!

V/B
Resistance to tyranny is obedience to God.

Take back your privacy. Switch to StartMail.com